TODAY’S SCRIPTURE FOCUS:
Deuteronomy 6:20-25

“WHO or WHAT IS YOUR MASTER”

KEY GREEK WORDS FOR “SLAVE(S):”
~OIK-ATASE
“a domestic / house servant;”
~PAIS
“a child servant”

KEY JEWISH WORD(s) FOR “SLAVE(S):”
~EH-VED
“one who if forced to work involuntarily for another”

KEY GREEK WORDS FOR “SLAVE(S):”
~THERA-TONE
“a menial servant”
~DIACONOS
“a waiter or attendant”

KEY GREEK WORDS FOR “SLAVE(S):”
~DOU-LOS
“one who if forced to work involuntarily for another”

KEY JEWISH WORD(s) FOR “SLAVE(S):”
~EH-VED
“one who if forced to work involuntarily for another”
**BIBLICAL WORD(s) FOR "SLAVE(s):"**

EH-VED & DOU-LOS

“one who if forced to work involuntarily for another”

---

**SERMONIC POINTS:**

#1: DISCERN

#2: DETOUR

#3: DESTINATION

---

**SERMONIC POINT #1:**

DISCERN

“When your son asks... ‘What is the meaning of the testimonies...which the LORD our GOD has commanded you?’ ”

*Deuteronomy 6:20*

---

“We were slaves of Pharaoh in Egypt, and the LORD brought us out of Egypt with a mighty hand;”

*Deuteronomy 6:21*

---

“’and THE LORD showed signs and wonders before our eyes, great and severe, against Egypt, Pharaoh, and all...’”

*Deuteronomy 6:22*
“‘Then HE brought us out from there, that HE might bring us in, to give us the land of which HE swore to our fathers.’”

*Deuteronomy 6:23*

“‘And THE LORD commanded us to observe all these statutes, to fear THE LORD our GOD...’”

*Deuteronomy 6:24a*

“‘...for our good always, that HE might preserve us alive, as it is this day.’”

*Deuteronomy 6:24b*

“‘Then *it will be righteousness* for us, if we are careful to observe all these commandments before THE LORD our GOD...’”

*Deuteronomy 6:25*